Cheetah Wrap Promotion
Terms and conditions
Good for most sedans, but this offer is excluding most exotic, and supercars. In order to receive
this special, the customer must bring the vehicle into Lizard Skinz for a free survey to ensure the
vehicle is valid to receive this promotion. For any questions, please contact Anthony at Lizard
Skinz.
Details:
● Pricing is good on only select sedans
● Full wrap of select Cheetah wrap selection vinyls
● Limited time offer and based on limited availability
● Waiting list can be created and will be selected based on vehicle type and first come and
first serve
● Pricing for each car may vary - most cars will be $3,000
● A Ceramic coating may be added for the price between $600 and $900
Requirements:
● Vehicle must have no rust present
○ If rust is present - customer must have the issue corrected prior to the wrap and
wait the specified time required for any gassing out of any paints, primers, or auto
body corrections
○ If a Lizard Skinz employee is tasked to address the vinyl, the cost will be $100 an
hour and will not have any warranty for rust services
○ Any vehicles with rust (current or past) will not have any warranty
● Customers will have the vehicle fully washed without wax or any other coatings or films
(ceramic, PPF, etc.)
○ If our staff has to wash the vehicle, there will be an additional $150 charge for the
cleaning and the additional prep time required.
● The vehicle will have one of the following paint conditions on their vehicle and must not
have any paint damage present:
○ OEM paint
○ Vehicles repainted must wait at least 60 days prior to a vinyl wrap being installed
● In order to book the appointment, the customer will pay at least $500 as a down
payment to cover materials. This deposit is non-refundable should the customer cancel
their appointment.
● If the customer has to reschedule their appointment, there is a $250 rescheduling fee
due at the rescheduling of the appointment

Disclaimers:
● Cheetah wrap should be removed between 2-3 years after the vehicle has been
wrapped (per the Cheetah’s official website.) This is an entry level wrap.
● Although it is rare, paint damage can occur when doing vinyl removal. When the vinyl is
removed it is highly recommended to use heat to remove the film. It is also highly
recommended to have a professional vinyl wrap shop remove the vinyl.
● Lizard Skinz will utilize adhesive promoters to help areas that have extreme bends or
curvatures.
● Once the vinyl wrap is complete - the vehicle must do the following to ensure proper care
for the wrap:
○ Will wait 30-45 days once the wrap is complete prior to hand washing their
vehicle
○ Will hand wash the vehicle past the 30-45 curing period without using any wax
coatings
○ The wrapped vehicle will not use any car wash service with the exception of a
detail shop that will only hand wash the vehicle.
○ Failure to comply with the vehicle washing requirements can lead to vinyl failure
and will void the manufacturer warranty.
● Lizard Skinz offers no warranty on the Cheetah Wrap promotion wraps as the vinyl is an
entry level wrap
● Lizard Skinz reserves the right to refuse to wrap any vehicle if any of the conditions listed
in the Terms and Conditions, Details, Requirements and Disclaimers provided within this
document.

For any questions regarding this promotion,
please contact Lizard Skinz at 614-299-WRAP
(9727)

